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1. INTRODUCTION 

MRC Graphite Pty Lt (MRCG) intends to re-open the historical Munglinup Graphite Mine located near 

the town of Munglinup 120km west of Esperance in Western Australia. 

A 2020 definitive feasibility study has indicated an economical, low-cost project, with potential 

production of 52,000 tonnes of high purity graphite concentrate per annum over a mine life of 14 years. 

Under the proposed open pit mining operation, capital expenditure of approximately AUD $88 million 

will create a world-class mining and graphite ore processing plant with a nameplate capacity of up to 

500,000 tonnes per annum. 

The high-purity graphite concentrate will be transported to the Port of Fremantle by road along the 

South Coast Highway for delivery to local, international and inter-state offtake partners, at a rate of 

approximately three road trains per day.  Operational plans are to engage a residentially based 

workforce for direct project employees, housed in the Shires of Ravensthorpe or Esperance. 

In September 2020, the Federal Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (DAWE) 

requested additional information on the economic value and social benefits of the mining project, as to 

be able to make an informed decision on the cost benefit value of the project.  

The environmental impacts of the project have already been addressed through numerous studies and 

reports submitted to the EPA and DAWE and will not be repeated in this document. 

This document’s focus is on the potential social and economic impacts of the project in terms of local- 

regional- and national aspects. 
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2. BACKGROUND  

The Munglinup project were mined in the early 1900’s.  Prior to 1917, five shafts had been established: 

McCarthys (No. 6), Stewarts (No. 1), Rabbit Burrow (No. 5), Herberts (No. 4), and No. 7 shaft. By 1945, 

another two shafts, Halberts Middle (No. 3) and Halberts South (No. 2), were in operation although by 

the early 1950s they had been renamed to Snake shaft and Daw shaft, respectively. These early mining 

operations are described in some detail in Blatchford (1917), Ellis (1945), Simpson (1951), and Sofoulis 

and Connolly (1957). 

The Munglinup area has produced the bulk of Western Australia’s recorded graphite production of 222 

ton of ore, of which the Munglinup mines produced 135 ton intermittently between 1953 and 1956. 

Average ore grade was 19% graphite, which was valued at the time of production at $2714 (A$ of the 

day). In the 1950’s the largest production of graphite came from the Drummond mineral claim (MC 451) 

of indeterminate location, and the operations of Halbert, both in the McCarthys Zone. In 1956, a pilot 

plant test operation confirmed that a high-grade graphite concentrate from Munglinup could be 

produced by a continuous, on-site processing plant (Carter, 1976). 

MRCG completed a PFS study (ASX release dated 21 September 2020) for the production of Active 

Anode Material using two environmentally friendly processes, the Caustic- and Carbochlorination 

process.  With integration and support from the governments strategic planning, these value added 

products that are planned for production in Norway can also be produced in Western Australia. 

Graphite is one of world’s most versatile manufacturing materials and essential for the production of 

new and developing technologies, particularly: 

 lithium-ion rechargeable batteries for electric vehicles and power storage 

 lithium-ion phosphate storage batteries 

 silicon carbide batteries 
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 fire retardant building materials and 

 graphene for revolutionary nanotechnologies 

Uses of graphite: 

 Purified and micronised graphite – for specialist battery cathode applications and lubricants. 

 Expandable graphite – a soft, heat-resistant compound used for multiple products including 

graphite foils for the electronics and renewable storage industries. 

 High purity graphite foil – expandable graphite compressed to produce a light, flexible thermal 

material for the electronics industry. 

 Synthetic graphite for premium battery applications. 

 Spheroidised, purified, coated, carbonised, graphitised graphite – premium products used in the 

manufacture of anodes for lithium ion (Li-on) batteries. 

 Pebble bed nuclear energy reactors - Instead of uranium-enriched rods, pebble-bed reactors 

use uranium fuel embedded in golf ball-sized graphite-coated pebbles that act as moderators. 

 Traditional graphite – pencils, refractory material, furnace kilns, incinerators, reactors, inks, 

coatings, paints, polymers, lubricants and grease, drilling fluids etc.  

 Graphene as a thin flexible commodity 10 times lighter and 200 times stronger than steel.  It 

conducts electricity at speed of light and is currently used in the fastest computer chips by IBM. 

Smartphones, electric cars and 3D printers, along with fuel cells that generate electricity by chemical 

reaction, are all powered by batteries that use graphite as the anode material. It is a giant market and 

set to grow quickly in the next few years. A Li-ion battery to power an electric vehicle typically requires 

significantly more graphite than lithium bringing high quality battery anode materials into tight supply.   

New graphite mines are therefore required to be established in line with projected future growth 

demands and it is of strategic importance that Australia become part of this industry. 
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3.  CURRENT BASE CASE  

The Munglinup Project have the following social, economic and environmental objectives: 

• To safely mine and process graphite ore.  

• To sell and transport on-spec graphite product to overseas customers on a reliable basis, with 

minimal risk of causing harm or injury to people, the community, and the environment. 

• Benefit all stakeholders including the local and indigenous communities, regional and national 

governments.  

• Operate at a profit to provide a strong financial return to lenders, investors and shareholders. 

• Create a project of strategic significance to Australia and its future battery industry.  

3.1 Economic Aspects 

 Pre-Production Capital investment will be AU$88 million to construct the mine. 

 Current life of mine revenue will be AU$1.2 Billion. 

 Life of mine net cash flow will be AU$452 million. 

 Income tax paid will be AU$147 million. 

 5% Royalty paid to Western Australian government will be AU$56 million. 

 Operational cost per tonne of product  will be AU$720/t (FOB Fremantle) or AU$825/t (CIF 

Norway). 

3.2 Power Supply 

Ravensthorpe is connected to Western Power’s SWIS electricity network and is vulnerable as a result of 

being at the end of a 300 km feeder. 
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Esperance, by contrast, has significant generation capability, with seven 5MW open cycle gas turbines 

providing reliable generation for the town and the requirements of Esperance Port.  

The new power system from 2022 onwards will use gas, wind, solar and battery, and will approach 50% 

renewable energy. The 5.6 MW Synergy wind farm in Esperance in not currently planned to be 

connected to the Esperance power system post 2022. From 2022, 2 MW of capacity will need to be 

retired, leaving 3.6 MW available. 

Power generation for the mine will be achieved on-site through a 4MW diesel generator, with one week 

capacity fuel storage, although ongoing feasibility studies are exploring a hybrid diesel-solar system 

option. 

The mining project are therefore unlikely to have any material effect on the electricity power 

consumption in the region.   

3.3 Social and Labour Market 

Procurement:  

 Mining Services : Percentage to be supplied from local/regional – 50% 

 Logistics : Percentage to be supplied from local/regional – 100% 

 Accommodation : Percentage to be supplied from local/regional – 100% 
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Table 1 : Workforce in the Local/Regional Area (Australian Bureau of Statistics) 

2016-2018 Stats Ravensthorpe 

Region 

Esperance 

Region 

Resident Population 1,598 14,281 

Employed 775 6,377 

Working Age (15-64) 963 8,940 

% Employed 80% 71% 

Unemployment Rate 3.1% 4.3% 

The baseline social and labour market conditions are reflected in Table 1 to 6. 

Between 20-30% of the working force from Ravensthorpe is employed by mining, while it is only about 

3% for the Esperance region (Table 5).   

Agriculture, forestry and fishing is the dominant employer although mining has overtaken it in some 

years for the Ravensthorpe region e.g. 2011. 

The projects target to have the vast majority, if not all, of their operational employment requirements 

in the form of a residential workforce. MRCG will give effect to this employment strategy by sourcing 

from both the existing local/regional area, as well as by incentivising or requiring employees to relocate 

to the region. It is expected that employees will live in the community that is in closest proximity to the 

operations (i.e. primarily Ravensthorpe, Hopetoun, and Esperance).  DIDO via bus service from 

Esperance will be provided by the mine.   
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Table 2 : Local, Regional and National Population Statistics 

Area Description Year Ravensthorpe Esperance Australia 

Population & People icon 
Estimated Resident Population - persons 
(no.) 

2018 1,598 14,281 24,992,860 

Population & People 
Working Age Population (aged 15-64 
years) (%) 

2018 60.3 62.6 65.5 

Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander icon 

Estimated Resident Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Population - persons (no.) 

 No Data Available 798,365 

Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander Peoples 

Speaks an Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander language at home (%) 

 No Data Available 10.3 

Economy & Industry icon Total number of businesses (no.) 2019 266 1,726 2,375,753 

Economy & Industry 
Main employing industry: 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (%) 
2016 27.6 16.5   

Income icon 
Median equivalised total household 
income (weekly) ($) 

2016 817 858 877 

Income 
Median total income (excl. Government 
pensions and allowance) ($) 

2017 47,815 46,776 48,360 

Education & Employment 
Icon 

Proportion completed Year 12 or 
equivalent - total population aged 15 
years and over (%) 

2016 38 36.4 51.9 

Education & Employment Unemployment rate (%) 2016 6.2 4.5 6.9 

Health & Disability icon 
Persons who have need for assistance 
with core activities (%) 

2016 3.6 3.5 5.1 

Family & Community icon Average household size (no. of persons) 2016 2.2 3 3 

Family & Community 
Average monthly household rental 
payment ($) 

2016 846 988 1,524 

  
Average monthly household mortgage 
payment ($) 

2016 1,268 1,722 1,958 

Persons Born Overseas icon Total Population (no.) 2016 293 1,764 6,149,388 

Persons Born Overseas Proficient in English (%) 2016 98.6 97.8 88.7 

Land & Environment icon Land area (ha) 2018 984,175 4,479,754.60 768,812,632 

Land & Environment 
Small-scale solar panel system 
installations (no.) 

2018 125 561 2,039,894 
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Table 3 : Ravensthorpe number of businesses by industry type over the past 5 years 

Ravensthorpe 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (no.) 140 139 137 134 129 

Mining (no.) -- 3 3 3 3 

Manufacturing (no.) -- 3 3 3 3 

Electricity, gas water and waste services (no.) 0 0 0 0 0 

Construction (no.) 22 27 24 24 23 

Wholesale trade (no.) 5 -- -- -- -- 

Retail trade (no.) 16 10 5 8 9 

Accommodation and food services (no.) 14 5 4 9 13 

Transport, postal and warehousing (no.) 22 17 24 21 20 

Information media and telecommunications (no.) 0 0 0 0 0 

Financial and insurance services (no.) 12 10 12 5 10 

Rental, hiring and real estate services (no.) 23 20 26 29 34 

Professional, scientific and technical services (no.) 5 3 5 -- 3 

Administrative and support services (no.) 3 3 3 3 3 

Public administration and safety (no.) 0 0 0 0 0 

Education and training (no.) 3 3 3 3 3 

Health care and social assistance (no.) 6 6 6 9 7 

Arts and recreation services (no.) 3 3 3 3 3 

Other services (no.) 10 9 9 8 6 

Currently unknown (no.) 3 3 3 3 3 

Number of Businesses by Industry - Total (no.) 266 270 262 254 266 
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Table 4 : Esperance number of businesses by industry type over the past 5 years 

Esperance 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (no.) 609 600 609 607 592 

Mining (no.) 15 11 13 12 15 

Manufacturing (no.) 53 55 50 50 56 

Electricity, gas water and waste services (no.) 3 3 3 3 3 

Construction (no.) 249 244 236 236 239 

Wholesale trade (no.) 26 26 29 30 32 

Retail trade (no.) 97 97 96 89 82 

Accommodation and food services (no.) 73 63 68 69 64 

Transport, postal and warehousing (no.) 111 112 100 100 87 

Information media and telecommunications (no.) 3 6 5 5 3 

Financial and insurance services (no.) 99 98 101 108 107 

Rental, hiring and real estate services (no.) 164 159 168 179 187 

Professional, scientific and technical services (no.) 81 87 78 79 78 

Administrative and support services (no.) 34 33 33 36 36 

Public administration and safety (no.) 3 3 3 -- -- 

Education and training (no.) 11 10 6 8 4 

Health care and social assistance (no.) 40 49 46 47 45 

Arts and recreation services (no.) 16 13 8 14 16 

Other services (no.) 67 71 75 81 80 

Currently unknown (no.) 3 5 3 3 3 

Number of Businesses by Industry - Total (no.) 1,757 1,745 1,731 1,750 1,726 
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Table 5 : Proportion on employed persons per industry in the region 

Industry of Employment - Proportion of Employed Persons - Census Ravensthorpe Esperance 

  2011 2016 2011 2016 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (%) 22.4 27.6 15.7 16.5 

Mining (%) 27.8 19.1 3.1 3 

Manufacturing (%) 2.7 2.5 4.4 3.5 

Electricity, gas water and waste services (%) 0.6 0.8 1.2 1 

Construction (%) 7.7 7.6 8.3 7.5 

Wholesale trade (%) 2.3 1.2 3.9 3.2 

Retail trade (%) 5.3 3.9 10.4 9.6 

Accommodation and food services (%) 3.2 4.1 6.6 6.4 

Transport, postal and warehousing (%) 4 4.6 9.1 8.9 

Information media and telecommunications (%) 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 

Financial and insurance services (%) -- 0.5 1.5 1.2 

Rental, hiring and real estate services (%) 1.7 1.9 1.1 1.2 

Professional, scientific and technical services (%) 1.9 1.2 2.9 3.2 

Administrative and support services (%) 0.8 1.5 2.2 2.5 

Public administration and safety (%) 3.8 5.3 4.6 4.3 

Education and training (%) 6.1 6.7 8.2 8.8 

Health care and social assistance (%) 4.4 5.7 8.6 8.7 

Arts and recreation services (%) -- 0.4 0.7 1.1 

Other services (%) 2.3 2.1 4.4 4.9 

Industry of Employment - Inadequately described or not stated (%) 1.6 2.3 2.2 4 

Total persons employed (no.) 1 081 775 6 362 6 377 
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During construction of the mine, between 80-100 people will be employed.  During operation the 

permanent workforce is expected to be 59 people (includes 4 additional people in the head office Perth) 

and at least 53 people  from a mining operation contractor 

Farmers, local government, the Ports, maintenance workers, road crews, logistics companies and other 

sectors requiring manual skills, equipment operation expertise or administrative training may lose 

existing employees to the mining sector 

Table 6 : Difficult to fill occupations by major occupational groups (ANZSCO) 
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3.4 Environment 

The Great Southern region of Western Australia has significant conservation values and is recognized 

internationally as a biodiversity hotspot. Recognizing these important environmental values, the project 

region includes an extensive network of national parks and protected areas, designed to balance the 

needs of the regional population and local economy with the environment.  The Munglinup Graphite 

mine will not impact on any of the local or regional protected reserves or parks.  Its footprint will be 

located in the mining reserves R24714 that were created to prevent any non-mining development over 

the graphite deposit. 

The environmental impact from the mining development will be managed through an active and 

approved rehabilitation plan and any residual impacts through approved offsets. 

3.5 HERITAGE 

Aboriginal people form only a small percentage – around 3 to 4 percent for most local government 

areas – of the overall population. 

Although native title has been extinguished over the mining reserve area (Figures 1 and 2), MRCG have 

directly engaged with the Esperance Nyungar People since early in the project.  Heritage survey 

agreements with the Esperance Tjaltjraak Native Title Aboriginal Corporation (ETNTAC) and the South 

West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council were made to ensure heritage protection under the Aboriginal 

Heritage Act, over the mining tenure take precedence.   Non-exclusive native title has been registers 

over some of the drainage lines and the Munglinup River. 

MRCG has a Cultural Heritage Management Plan in place with the following aspirations: 

 to enhancing the ability of local Indigenous Ranger Groups to care for country  
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 to create training and employment pathways for local Indigenous people in a wide range of mining 

project operational roles from unskilled labour, to machinery operators, technical trades, 

professional and management functions in all aspects of the mining business, as well as cultural and 

environmental management and advisory roles. 

 

Figure 1 : Native title determined outcome map for the region 
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Figure 2 : Native title determined map (NNTT, October 2020) around Munglinup area 
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4. PROJECT INPUTS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE TARGETED OUTCOME 

The project will require the creation of 7 open pits and waste rock dumps over an area of 183ha.  The 

construction of a tailings storage facility over 69ha.  New or upgraded access and haul roads over 35ha.  

Supporting infrastructure and processing plant over 11ha. 

The total maximum footprint area of 350ha is fully located within the mining reserve area (R24714, 

green dashed line area, Fig. 3) of 1687ha, which constitute only 20.7% of the mining reserve area. 

 

Figure 3 : The mines main infrastructure footprint in yellow inside the mining lease (red line) and 
mining reserve area (green dashed line) 
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5. QUANTIFIED CHANGES FROM THE CURRENT BASE CASE 

 To establish/construct and operate the new mine there are four main workforces required: 

 Construction workforce: Assumed 100% FIFO : 80-100 workers expected 

 Operational workforce: Assumed 90% local : 55 local/regional workers expected 

 Mining contract workforce: Assumed workforce of 25 to a maximum of 50 employees.  

 Mine maintenance crews: Assumed 80% local : 11 workers expected 

The construction, commissioning and operations of the Munglinup graphite mine will result in a 

temporary increase in the transient population in the local area, but almost no measurable increase in 

the regional residential population (~16 000 people) due to the low number of total operational 

workforce required namely 55.   

The Shire of Ravensthorpe has a relatively small workforce with significant existing local mining industry 

employment and a small pool of unemployed (3.1%).  It will probably not be able to provide many 

people to absorb any new jobs. The Shire of Esperance has a relatively large workforce, but relatively 

small  number  of  people  working  in  the  mining industry under FIFO/DIDO arrangements elsewhere 

and a small number of unemployed (4.3%).  As the regional head office of MRCG is located in Esperance 

and a DIDO bus service will be provided from Esperance, most of the operational workforce is expected 

to come from here. 

The 10% of relocating workers and 20% Maintenance workers comprises about 16 individuals. In order 

to estimate total population impact of relocating workers, assumptions also need to be made with 

respect to relationship and family status of relocating workers. The Western Australian general  

population predominantly consists of  family  households (73  percent), followed by lone person 

households (24 percent) and group households (4 percent). The majority (76 percent) of family 

households in Western Australia either consist of couple families without children (38 percent), or 

families with children under 15 or dependent students (38 percent). Approximately 10 percent of 
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families are one-parent households with children under 15 or dependent students, 7 percent consist of 

couple families with non-dependent children only, 5 percent are single-parent families with non-

dependent children only. For families that have children, the average number of children per family is 

1.8 

Based on average demographics across the local region, it is estimated that approximately one-third  of  

new  children  residents  will  be  childcare-kindergarten, primary  school  and secondary school age 

respectively. 

It is assume 95% of the new workers will live in Esperance. 

The minesite will only operate on a day shift and only 5 days a week making the social impact on family 

life extremely positive in relation to other mining operations in Western Australia. Run of mine 

processing will continue 27/7 and will be an owner operated plant.  Of the 55 operational workforce, 

21 will be on a shift roster and the remaining 34 will be daytime, weekdays only employees.  Some local 

contractors will be utilized on a part time or casual basis as the need arises. 

The mining operations will be done by a mining contractor workforce with an expected workforce of 25 

to a maximum of 50 employees.  

Additional work that will be contracted out will be for support services in office cleaning, rehabilitation, 

landscaping / gardening, minor earthworks, environmental testing including water monitoring, LV 

maintenance, equipment testing & calibration, off–site maintenance & repairs, grade control drilling, 

port storage and handling, road maintenance, building works, major shutdown and IT support.  This will 

provide significant economic value to the local economy and businesses  and prevents the underlining 

baseline decrease in population in the local and regional rural areas. 
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A total workforce of ~100 permanent and contract people is therefore expected with an additional 4 

administration staff at the head office in Perth. 

6. MONETARY VALUE OF CHANGES/IMPACTS 

6.1 Economic Multiplier Effect: 

Multiplier ratios are derived from tables of the transactions in an economy which show the linkages 

between industries and the flows of goods and services used in producing their output (Table 7). The 

size of the multiplier ratio depends on several factors including the ability of the economy to supply the 

goods needed. If a large proportion of goods are imported, the multiplier will be smaller. Consequently, 

the multiplier effect in a small regional economy will be less than for a larger regional or national 

economy, as there will be considerable imports from outside the area. A project will thus have relatively 

small multipliers for a local economy and larger multipliers for the State. 

Table 7 : Goldfields Esperance Development Commission Multiplier Table 

Capital Local District Regional WA 

Construction 1.33 1.89 2.21 

Operational 1.6 1.67 2.22 

Employment Local District Regional WA 

Construction 1.97 2.33 2.66 

Operational 2.37 2.95 3.3 

The multiplier effect of new jobs in the mining sector as well as increased spending in the local, regional 

and WA economy is reflected in Table 7.  

The construction spending of $88 million will results in an economic stimulus of $184 million and from 

the 100 jobs created will create another 156 jobs (Table 8).   
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Table 8 : Multiplier during Construction Phase 

  Capex A$88M Jobs (Full Time) 

Area 
Direct Effect 
(A$million) 

Multiplied 
Impact 

(A$million) 
Direct Effect Multiplied Impact 

District 10% $9 $11.70 10 20 

Region 10% $9 $16.63 10 23 

WA 80% $70 $155.58 80 213 

TOTAL $88 $184 100 256 

The economic output of the WA region during construction is expected to grow by $184million from 

the direct spending of $88 million which will have multiplied impact on employement of at least 256 

people.  These additonal jobs originate from money spent on goods and services with Western Australia 

by the project. 

The annual economic impact during the operational phase will be less than for the construction phase 

but will have a more long term and enduring impact over the expected life of the mine of 14 years 

Table 9 : Multiplier during Operational Phase 

 Annual Opex Spending Jobs (Full Time) 

Area 
Direct Effect 
(A$million) 

Multiplied 
Impact 

(A$million) 
Direct Effect Multiplied Impact 

District 50% $25.0 $40.0 56 133 

Region 30% $15.0 $25.1 34 100 

WA 20% $10.0 $22.2 22 73 

TOTAL $50 $87 112 306 
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The projects annual economic impact on the district, region and Western Australia is reflected in Table 

9.  There is a strong local impact on the local district with up to $40 million of economic activity that will 

be generated and up to $25.1 million in the region and $22.2 million in the remained of Western 

Australia.  A total annual economic stimulus of $87 million for Western Australia. 

The project is estimated to directly employ 55 people on the mine site, 4 additional people in the Perth 

head office and ~53 people by subcontractors.  

A multiplier effect comes about in two parts.  The first is the goods and services purchased for the 

project includes a labour component. These employees will in turn purchase goods and service to meet 

their living needs creating a second round of flow on impacts that will bring a further increase in job 

opportunities.  

This means that in addition to the direct employment of  112 people, the annual expenditure of 

$50million in the region will stimulate another 194 jobs for a total of 306 jobs.  

The local and regional impact of an additional 306 jobs is a 4.3% increase in the number of employed 

people in the Ravensthorpe-Esperance region. 

6.2 Accommodation and Housing:  

There is ample supply of transient worker accommodation across the Shire of Ravensthorpe, providing 

capacity to support periodic visits by maintenance crews.  This practice is currently being supported by 

the existing mines around Ravensthorpe.  The residential market in Ravensthorpe is somewhat tighter, 

albeit current supply still appears adequate to meet the demand of the projected future residential 

demand 

Both transient and residential worker accommodation is relatively scarce in the Shire of Esperance. 

While existing stock of transient worker accommodation appears deficient with respect to future 
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demand, anticipated new builds combined with significant hotel and motel accommodation in the town 

of Esperance should ensure that transient worker accommodation options are adequate.  The  

residential  market  in  Esperance  is  much  tighter,  particularly  with  respect  to  rental properties. 

6.3 Road Network: 

The graphite product will need to be transported by road from the mine site to Fremantle harbour for 

export or local use e.g. the WA Lithium Valley in Kwinana. 

Graphite concentrate will be transported in 18 bulka bags, contained within 20ft General Purpose Steel 

shipping containers, about 300 containers per month. 

Transport will be along the South Coast Highway Key Freight Route, Newdegate, via Albany highway to 

Fremantle that allows a RAV 7.3 combination, which is a B-Double towing a dog trailer <36.6m or a B 

Triple combination. 

A total of 3 trips (6 return trips) per day per road-train is planned 5 days per week. 

There will also be an increase in fuel trucks of 9 tandem fuel trucks (2 x 33,000 liter capacity) per month, 

but no explosives will be required for the project. 

Daily heavy vehicles on the roads are between 110 (South Coast) and 600 (Albany Highway).  This would 

indicate an increase in local heavy vehicle traffic of 5% (South Coast Highway, Munglinup to Newdegate 

to Arthur River) and 1% increase at a regional level (Albany Highway, Arthur River to Fremantle).  
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7. NET PRESENT VALUE OF THE PROJECT FUTURE NET BENEFITS WITH 

APPROPRIATE DISCOUNT RATE (4, 7 AND 10%) 

The Net Present Value (“NPV”) are base case and reflect robust EBITDA performance, debt funding of 

initial pre-production capital costs with payback within  three  years  and  AU$147  million  in  forecasted  

corporate  tax  payments  to  the  Australian Government. 

Pre-tax NPV (7% discount rate) is AU$248 million 

 Pre-Production Capital investment will be AU$88 million to construct the mine. 

 Current life of mine revenue will be AU$1.2 Billion. 

 Life of mine net cash flow will be AU$452 million. 

 5% Royalty paid to Western Australian government will be AU$56 million. 
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8. STRATEGIC VALUE OF THE PROJECT IS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE. 

The local economic benefit of the mine as described in this document does not reflect the long term 

strategic benefit of a producing graphite mine to Australia. 

Western Australia has substantial reserves of all minerals used in the manufacture of batteries including 

lithium, nickel, cobalt, manganese, and alumina. The State is the global leader in lithium production and 

a large nickel producer and an emerging producer of rare earth elements. 

The State Government supports the development of new and expanded production of battery minerals, 

materials, technologies, and expertise. The Future Battery Industry Strategy outlines how WA will grow 

the battery industry and transform it into a significant source of economic development, diversification, 

jobs, and skills. The vision for this strategy is that: 

“By 2025, Western Australia has a world leading, sustainable, value-adding future battery industry that 

provides local jobs, contributes to skill development and economic diversification, and benefits regional 

communities.” 

Graphite has seen a shortage of supply due to China, the world’s largest graphite producer, imposing in 

2010 of a 20% export tax together with accompanying legislation that effectively restricted the 

country’s graphite exports to 40% of total production. 

The forecasted demand growth for the traditional market, like refractories, foundries and lubricants is 

relative modest with the sector ex-batteries forecasted to grow at a 1.12% annually of the next 10 years.  
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Figure 4 : Predicted future growth in battery demands 

The forecasted growth for battery applications of natural flake graphite is expected to be as high as 

483% by 2028, an annualised growth rate of 19% (Fig. 4 & 5).  MRCG with its operational graphite mine 

in Norway and existing client base is the best placed and most developed graphite mining project in 

Australia to support the demand for graphite secure Australia’s strategic supply. 

The mines planned development  is in line with the Federal Governments 2019 Critical Minerals Strategy 

and the project has been listed on the Australian Critical Minerals Prospectus (Geoscience Australia, 

2019 & 2020) as well as applied for Major Project Facilitation Agency status. 
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Figure 5 : Forecasted growth in the natural flake graphite market 

In this regards the Munglinup graphite project has long been known for its world class resource grades 

and its significance as a future and strategic source of graphite.  The resource has been protected 

exclusive for mining through the classification of a mining reserve over the deposit namely mining 

reserve #24714.  The current rights by MRCG are held under a Mining Lease 74/245 and Exploration 

Lease E74/565. 

The project is perfectly position to provide feedstock for the spheroidised graphite and high purity 

expandable graphite industry demands of Western Australia. 
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9. PROJECT IMPACT SUMMARY 

9.1 POSITIVE IMPACTS 

 LOCAL 

Employment will be local and not FIFO 

With farm income in the region experiencing significant volatility, the opportunity afforded to farming 

families to diversify income streams through family members taking up new employment opportunities 

seems widely valued. In particular, the renewed regional employment focus of mine owners and 

operators creates the potential for workers to take up mine positions on a DIDO or shift-work basis and 

still maintain availability for farm work at crucial times of the year. Further, in multi-generational 

farming families, the potential for younger family members who have previously been forced to leave 

the Study Area to secure employment to instead return to take up a locally-based mining job and restore 

links to their families and communities is a significant positive outcome 

 REGIONAL 

Employment will be local/regional and not FIFO 

Mining will not impact on any tourist attractions or national parks or nature reserves. 

 NATIONAL 

Establishment of a viable diversified graphite mine and downstream industry for the future strategic 

development of Western Australia’s battery industry is seen to be highly positive. 
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9.2 NEGATIVE IMPACTS 

 LOCAL 

Temporary increase in transient contract workers during the construction phase of the mining project. 

5% Increase in transport on the local South Coast Highway, Munglinup to Newdegate to Arthur River 

350ha Impact on vegetation located within a mining reserve that includes a 41.9ha potential habitat 

area for Malleefowl and 10ha TEC area of Kwongkan Shrubland. 

  REGIONAL 

1% Increase in transport on the Allbany Highway, Arthur River to Fremantle. 

Very small increase in  port facility use (Fremantle) 

Slight potential increase in people moving into the region for permanent work. 

 NATIONAL 

Impact on a 41.9ha potential habitat area for Malleefowl and 10ha TEC area of Kwongkan Shrubland 

that are of national significance. 
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10. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS TO THE PROJECT 

There are currently no active graphite mines in Western Australia or Australia.  The last active graphite 

mine was active more than 20 years ago in 1993 – the Uley graphite mine in South Australia and then a 

small test parcel was mined in April 2014 before the company went into voluntary administration. 

Current market forces are such that it is unlikely that any other graphite mine will become operational 

in Australia in the near future.  MRCG is different in that it is an existing graphite producer with an 

existing and well established offset for its product that will hedge it against uneconomical under-pricing 

or oversupply by competitors.   

Munglinup is currently the best developed graphite resource in Australia and it has one of the highest 

resource grade in the world (Fig. 6).  Even though it has is relative small production target, it is a world 

class strategic asset for Australia. 
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Figure 6 : Scatter plot graph of well-known graphite mines of the world 

The Kwinana Industry Council stated (2020) with regard to the emergence of the battery material supply 

chain for the production of its Battery Industry: 

“The delivery side of the State’s Strategy will need to be rapid. There is only a short window of time in 

which it can be influential. The wave is arriving, and it is imperative that the various public service 

departments that are engaged in the numerous aspects of land allocation, freight handling, and 

approvals processes move expeditiously and efficiently through their various processes. Failure to do 

so will see opportunities for WA to host these value-adding industries lost to destinations abroad. 

Capturing these industries will diversify WA’s economy by placing a new economic foundation stone 

under its economy, one that will be based on value adding, as opposed to shipping out the State’s raw 

materials”. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS 

• The proposed mine It will have a significant and positive local and regional impact on the economics 

of the region and offer direct employment to ~112 people and indirect employment to ~194 people. 

• The proposed mine will have a negative footprint on the environment over an 350ha area within an 

existing mining reserve.  The impact of the footprint and vegetation clearance will be ameliorated 

through life of mine rehabilitation, monitoring and direct offset proposals to the Western- and 

Federal Government. 

• There will be a 1% increase in regional traffic and 5% increase in local traffic movements along the 

proposed haul road route to Fremantle harbour. 

• The mine will have a long term strategic benefit to Australia in support of the planned future green 

energy battery industry for Western Australia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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